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An Informative Bayesian Structural Equation Model to
Assess Source-Speciﬁc Health Eﬀects of Air Pollution
Margaret C Nikolov, Brent A Coull, Paul J Catalano, John J Godleski

SUMMARY
A primary objective of current air pollution research is the assessment of health eﬀects related to
speciﬁc sources of air particles, or particulate matter (PM). Quantifying source-speciﬁc risk is a
challenge, because most PM health studies do not directly observe the contributions of the pollution
sources themselves. Instead, given knowledge of the chemical characteristics of known sources, investigators infer pollution source contributions via a source apportionment or multivariate receptor
analysis applied to a large number of observed elemental concentrations. Although source apportionment methods are well-established for exposure assessment, little work has been done to evaluate the
appropriateness of characterizing unobservable sources thus in health eﬀects analyses. In this article,
we propose a structural equation framework to assess source-speciﬁc health eﬀects using speciated
elemental data. This approach corresponds to ﬁtting a receptor model and the health outcome model
jointly, such that inferences on the health eﬀects account for the fact that uncertainty is associated
with the source contributions. Since the structural equation model (SEM) typically involves a large
number of parameters, for small sample settings we propose a fully Bayesian estimation approach
that leverages historical exposure data from previous related exposure studies. We compare via simulation the performance of our approach in estimating source-speciﬁc health eﬀects to that of two
existing approaches, a tracer approach and a two-stage approach. Simulation results suggest that the
proposed informative Bayesian SEM is eﬀective in eliminating the bias incurred by the two existing
approaches, even when the number of exposures is limited. We employ the proposed methods in the
analysis of a concentrator study investigating the association between ST-segment, a cardiovascular
outcome, and major sources of Boston PM, and discuss the implications of our ﬁndings with respect
to the design of future PM concentrator studies.
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1

Introduction

Epidemiological studies have consistently demonstrated increased morbidity and mortality outcomes
associated with elevated levels of air pollution (Dockery et al. 1993; Dominici et al. 2002). Although
the health risks associated with high concentrations of air pollution tend to be small, the exposed
population is large such that the potential burden of morbidity and mortality attributable to air
pollution is considerable (Dominici, Sheppard, and Clyde 2003). In response to these ﬁndings, the
United States Congress in 1998 mandated extensive research into health eﬀects associated with ambient air particulate matter (PM; Lippmann et al. 2003).

One of the major current objectives of PM research is to assess the health eﬀects related to speciﬁc
sources of air pollution, such as power plants and motor vehicles. Estimation of source-speciﬁc health
eﬀects is of primary importance from a regulatory standpoint. Recent research suggests that emissions from diﬀerent sources exhibit diﬀering levels of toxicity (Clarke et al. 2000; Laden et al. 2000;
Godleski et al. 2002; Wellenius et al. 2003). The most direct way to reduce health eﬀects of ambient
air particles is to regulate the sources of pollution having adverse eﬀects. In order to set protective
standards, researchers must ﬁrst establish the risk associated with the diﬀerent pollution sources.
Quantifying source-speciﬁc risk is a challenge because current studies investigating the health eﬀects
of air pollution do not observe the PM contributions of the sources directly. Rather, exposures consist
of samples of ambient air, or concentrated versions of ambient air, which reﬂect dynamic mixtures
of source contributions. However, by taking into account the chemical ﬁngerprints of known sources,
an assessment of the chemical composition of exposure provides indirect information on the source
contributions.

The exposure assessment literature contains an ample amount of research that focuses on estimation
of source-speciﬁc contributions from a complex mixture of air pollution (i.e., Koutrakis and Spengler 1987; Kavouras et al. 2001; and for review see Seigneur et al. 1999; Hopke 2003; Kim et al.
2004). Methods such as source apportionment and multivariate receptor modeling use factor analytic
techniques to estimate the contributions of a small number of pollution sources from the measured
mixture components, elements and other compounds. Alternatively, a distinct set of tracer elements
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may be selected to represent the known sources, and the elemental concentrations of the tracers
taken as surrogates for the source contributions.

Although receptor modeling is well-developed for exposure assessment, little work has been done to
evaluate the appropriateness of characterizing unobservable sources in this way to estimate sourcespeciﬁc health eﬀects. The problem can be thought of as an exposure measurement error problem (Carroll, Ruppert, and Stefanski 1995), whereby the PM exposure generated from a particular
source is estimated rather than known or measured directly (Dominici, Sheppard, and Clyde 2003).
At present, existing source-speciﬁc health eﬀects analyses rely on approaches that do not take into
account the uncertainty associated with estimated source contributions. A “two-stage” strategy
uses estimated source contributions from a factor analysis to assess the impacts of speciﬁc pollution
sources on health eﬀects (Laden et al. 2000; Clarke et al. 2000). This two-step approach has several
advantages. First, many authors have noted that the use of factor scores in regression settings is
appropriate when the independent variables are highly collinear or when the underlying factors have
a natural intuitive meaning (Mardia, Kent, and Bibby 1979). Both of these considerations apply in
the elemental composition framework considered in PM research. Concentrations of elements that
are markers of the same pollution source are typically highly correlated, and the aggregated factors
represent the pollution sources themselves (Koutrakis and Spengler 1987). A variation on this twostage strategy is the tracer approach, whereby the estimated source contributions are replaced by
the elemental concentrations of a distinct set of tracers in the health eﬀects analysis (Wellenius et al.
2003). In either case, reducing the dimensionality into a small number of “source” factors or tracers
will typically provide more stable estimates than using all measured elemental concentrations, since
the former approach is much less likely to suﬀer from multicollinearity.

Despite the practical advantages of implementing the two-stage or tracer approaches discussed above,
the statistical properties of the resulting estimates of the health eﬀects of PM are not well-understood.
Previous statistical research has shown that, in simpler models, measurement error associated with
estimated latent variables can lead to bias in the subsequent regression coeﬃcient estimates (Tsiatis,
De Gruttola, and Wulfsohn 1995; Roberts, Ryan, and Wright 2003). It is unclear whether this bias
will occur in PM research as the mixtures typically observed in PM exposures are quite diﬀerent from
3
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those in other latent variable settings. As noted by Dominici, Sheppard, and Clyde (2003), there
remains much work to be done in order to understand these estimates from a statistical standpoint
and to assess the reliability of these estimates of association between pollution sources and health
outcomes.

In this paper, we propose a structural equation framework for assessing source-speciﬁc health effects using speciated data in the form of elemental concentrations. This approach corresponds to
jointly ﬁtting a multivariate receptor model to the exposure data and a model for the health outcome
given source contributions. Because the source contributions and health eﬀects are modeled jointly,
resulting inferences on the health eﬀects account for the fact that uncertainty is associated with the
exposures of interest.

This work is motivated by animal toxicology studies evaluating the mechanisms of morbidity and
mortality associated with inhalation of concentrated air particles (CAPs) conducted at the Harvard
School of Public Health (HSPH) (Godleski et al. 2000; Coull, Catalano, and Godleski 2000). Harvard
researchers have implemented multiple animal toxicology studies to investigate the adverse eﬀects of
PM on cardiopulmonary and respiratory activity in canines and rats. Samples of ambient Boston
aerosol are collected and are concentrated approximately 30 times by the Harvard Ambient Particle
Concentrator (HAPC) (Sioutas, Koutrakis, and Burton 1995; Sioutas et al. 1995; Godleski et al.
2000) without altering the physical and chemical composition of the mixture. Animals are then
exposed to the concentrated complex mixture for a given period of time, and cardiac and respiratory outcomes are monitored on each exposed animal. Because exposure is generated from ambient
pollution, exposures are essentially random across days and, hence, a complete exposure assessment
is made for each concentrated exposure. Data from these studies consist of the measured elemental
concentrations of the concentrated air pollution mixture and the recorded health outcomes on the
exposed animals. Because of the complexity of these studies, in any one study investigators typically
expose animals on approximately 20 unique exposure days.

The structural equation model (SEM), as well as the factor analysis model used in the two-stage
approach, typically involves a large number of parameters. Given the high dimensionality of the
4
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model, the typical exposure study has an insuﬃcient number of exposures to obtain reliable parameter estimates using maximum likelihood (ML). An approach for handling this problem is to consider
a reduced number of elemental species for a health eﬀects analysis (Clarke et al. 2000). To overcome
the small sample problem, we propose a fully Bayesian estimation approach that leverages historical
exposure data from previous concentrator studies in deﬁning informative priors on the parameters
relating the measured exposures to the source contributions. This serves to pool exposure information from studies which are consistent in their collection and analysis of CAPs data.

The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 describes in detail the design and
data from a study evaluating the eﬀects of CAPs on myocardial ischemia in dogs (Wellenius et al.
2003). Section 3 presents the SEM and Section 4 discusses the informative Bayesian approach to
estimation. Section 5 presents a simulation study to examine the statistical properties of health effect estimates obtained with the tracer, two-stage, and structural equation methodologies. Section 6
demonstrates an application of the informative Bayesian SEM to analyze the Wellenius et al. (2003)
study. Finally, in Section 7 we discuss our ﬁndings along with implications for the design of future
PM concentrator studies.

2

Data

Wellenius et al. (2003) described results from a concentrator study examining the eﬀects of inhaled
CAPs on myocardial ischemia in dogs. The study subjects were six retired mongrel breeder dogs,
each initially ﬁtted with a balloon occluder around the left anterior descending coronary artery. The
study design consisted of pairs of dogs undergoing three or four consecutive days of exposure and
evaluation. On each day of the cycle, the dogs were put in side-by-side chambers and simultaneously
underwent a continuous 6-hour exposure to either CAPs or ﬁltered air (Sham). The dogs were randomly assigned to CAPs exposure; one dog was exposed to CAPs on the second day of the cycle,
while the other dog received CAPs exposure on the third day. Immediately following each exposure
period, the dogs underwent a 5 minute coronary artery occlusion, and were monitored via continuous electrocardiogram (ECG). The primary outcome of interest was peak ST-segment elevation, a
marker for myocardial ischemia. The study protocol was repeated multiple times for a total of 18
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Table 1: Order and timing of exposures (Wellenius et al. 2003)
Sequence
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Dog
1
2
3
2
2
3
2
3
2
4
3
2
5
6
3
5
6
6

Start Date
9/13/2000
9/13/2000
12/13/2000
12/13/2000
1/9/2001
1/24/2001
1/24/2001
2/6/2001
2/6/2001
2/13/2001
2/20/2001
2/20/2001
2/27/2001
2/27/2001
3/7/2001
3/12/2001
3/12/2001
3/27/2001

Day 1
Sham
Sham
Sham
Sham
Sham
Sham
Sham
Sham
Sham
Sham
Sham
Sham
Sham
Sham
Sham
Sham
Sham
Sham

Day 2
Sham
CAPs
CAPs
Sham
Sham
Sham
CAPs
CAPs
Sham
CAPs
Sham
CAPs
CAPs
Sham
CAPs
Sham
CAPs
CAPs

Day 3
CAPs
Sham
Sham
CAPs
CAPs
CAPs
Sham
Sham
CAPs
Sham
CAPs
Sham
Sham
CAPs
Sham
CAPs
Sham
Sham

Day 4
Sham
Sham
Sham
Sham
Sham
Sham
Sham
Sham
Sham

Note that four pairings were not complete due to failed sequences.

complete and successful exposure cycles. Table 1 summarizes the study design. This experiment
was conducted according to the principles and regulations of the National Institutes of Health under
protocols approved by the Harvard Medical Area Standing Committee on Animals.

Samples of the CAPs exposures were collected and analyzed. Each CAPs exposure was measured
for sulfate (SULF) via ion chromatography, black carbon (BC) using an aethalometer, elemental
carbon (EC) and organic carbon (OC) determined with a thermal and optical reﬂectance method,
and elemental concentrations (in ug/m3 ) collected via X-ray ﬂuorescence (XRF), speciﬁcally: aluminum (Al), arsenic (As), barium (Ba), bromine (Br), calcium (Ca), cadmium (Cd), chlorine (Cl),
chromium (Cr), copper (Cu), iron (Fe), potassium (K), manganese (Mn), nickel (Ni), sodium (Na),
lead (Pb), sulfur (S), selenium (Se), silicon (Si), titanium (Ti), vanadium (V), and zinc (Zn). The
Sham exposures were assumed to have zero concentration of all elements, as this had been conﬁrmed
in earlier test runs of the concentrator (Sioutas, Koutrakis, and Burton 1995; Sioutas et al. 1995;
Lawrence et al. 2004).
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Table 2: Major Sources of Boston Air Pollution
Source
Road Dust
Power Plants
Oil Combustion
Motor Vehicles

Elements
silicon and aluminum
sulfur and sulfate
nickel and vanadium
black carbon, organic carbon, elemental carbon

Wellenius et al. (2003) considered linear mixed models for log transformed peak ST-segment, using
individual elemental concentrations as tracer representatives of known sources of air pollution in
Boston. Table 2 summarizes four major sources of PM pollution based on existing knowledge of the
composition of Boston aerosol (Koutrakis and Spengler 1987; Oh et al. 1997; Oh 2000; Clarke et al.
2000; Batalha et al. 2002). The authors chose silicon, sulfur, nickel, and black carbon to represent
resuspended road dust, coal-ﬁred power plants, oil combustion (primarily for home heating), and
motor vehicle exhaust, respectively, and found a strong positive association between log peak STsegment and resuspended road dust. A question that naturally arises is whether measurement error
associated with tracer representatives of the source contributions obscured the relationship between
log peak ST-segment and the other pollution sources. In this article, we analyze the data using
methods that account for the uncertainty in estimated source contributions.

3
3.1

Model and Notation
Modeling Framework

We propose a full-likelihood approach that estimates the health eﬀects by ﬁtting the receptor and
health outcome models jointly. A general framework for our joint model is
Xt = Λη t + X
t

(1)

Yt = α + β T ηt + Yt

(2)

where for a given time t, Xt is the vector of P elemental concentrations, η t is the vector of the K
unobserved source contributions, and Yt is the health outcome. We assume that Yt represents a single
7
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continuous variable and that K is known. The model for Xt is the factor analysis model for the exposure analysis (Park, Guttorp, and Henry 2001), where Λ is the (P ×K) matrix of factor loadings, also
iid

known as the factor pattern, and X
t ∼ M V NP (0, Ψ) for diagonal Ψ. The vector (λ1k , λ2k , ..., λP k )
may be viewed as the proﬁle of pollution source k. The parameters β quantify the K source-speciﬁc
iid

iid

health eﬀects and Yt ∼ N (0, σY2 ). Standard factor analysis assumes η t ∼ M V NK (μ, Σ).

This model falls within the structural equation framework (Bollen 1989; Budtz-Jorgensen et al.
2003). The measurement model describing the relationship between the latent variables and the
observed measures may be expressed as
⎛

⎞

⎜ Xt ⎟

X∗t = ⎝

⎛

X1t
X2t
..
.

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝ XP t

Yt

⎞

⎛

0
0
..
.

⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟=⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎠ ⎝ 0

⎞

⎛

Yt

∗

∗
X
⎠ = α + Λ η t + t

λ11
λ21
..
.

λ12
λ22
..
.

...
...
..
.

β1

λP 2
β2

...
...

⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟+⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎠ ⎝ λP 1

α

⎛

λ1K
λ2K
..
.

⎞

⎛

⎟
⎟⎜
⎟⎜
⎟⎜
⎟⎜
⎟⎝
λP K ⎠

βK

⎞

(3)

η1t
η2t
..
.
ηKt

⎞

⎛

1
X
t
X2
t
..
.

⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟+⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎠ ⎜ XP
⎝ t

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

Yt

0 ⎟
⎠, and the structural model demonstrating the
0T σY2
relationship amongst the latent variables is simply the model on η, which we specify in the next
∗

⎜ Ψ

iid

where X
∼ M V NP +1 (0, Ψ∗ ), Ψ∗ = ⎝
t

section.

3.2

Distributional Assumptions

We extend the standard SEM (3) in two ways. First, we truncate a normal distribution for η to
ensure the physical non-negativity of source contributions,
iid

η ∼ M V NK (μ, Σ)I(η ≥ 0).

Alternatively, we could specify a lognormal distribution. In our application, we assess the sensitivity
of our conclusions to distributional assumptions on η by ﬁtting the SEM both ways. The speciﬁcation
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of non-negative source contributions extends the standard factor analysis, which does not restrict the
domain of η in the model and allows negative source contributions. Positive Matrix Factorization
(Paatero and Tapper 1994; Kim et al. 2004) is a alternative method that uses constrained weighted
least squares to ensure non-negative source contributions.

Second, to accommodate the repeated measures design of these studies, we build random eﬀects
into the model for the health outcome,
Yst = α + β T η t + ZTst bs + Yst
where Yst is the health outcome and Zst is the vector of covariates for unit s at time t, bs is the
iid

iid

vector of random eﬀects for unit s, bs ∼ M V N (0, Σb ), Yst ∼ N (0, σY2 ), and b ⊥ Y (Diggle et al.
2002).

3.3

Model Identiﬁability

The SEM speciﬁed in (3) is not identiﬁable without further assumptions. Because the source proﬁles
are unknown and the source contributions are unobserved, the structural equation model does not
have a unique solution. However, the model may be made identiﬁable by constraining parameters
in Λ. We consider the following two sets of identiﬁability conditions, which result in a conﬁrmatory,
rather than exploratory, factor analysis (Park, Spiegelman, and Henry 2002).

C1: There are at least K − 1 zero elements in each column of Λ
C2: The rank of Λ(k) is K −1, where Λ(k) is the matrix composed of the rows containing the assigned
0s in the kth column with those assigned 0s deleted.
C3: λpk = 1 for some p (p = 1, 2, .., P ) for each k = 1, 2, .., K

D1: There are at least K rows in Λ with each of the K rows containing only one nonzero element.
D2: Same as C2
D3: Same as C3
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The C1-C3 conditions assume that there are at least K − 1 elements per source that are not associated with that source, and that this group of elements is not the same for all sources. The D1-D3
conditions assume that there is at least one “tracer” element for each source in the sense that the
tracer does not load on other sources. Further, as noted by Park, Guttorp, and Henry (2001), these
conditions identify the loadings up to normalization. Thus, for each source, we specify one loading
to be equal to 1, eﬀectively placing the source contribution on the scale of the element having the
constrained loading of 1 for that source.

The C1-C3 conditions and the D1-D3 conditions are each suﬃcient but not necessary to establish identiﬁability. While there exist alternative conditions, other commonly used proposals are also
suﬃcient but not necessary. For instance, Park, Spiegelman, and Henry (2002) proposed suﬃcient
conditions which, instead of placing constraints on the factor loadings, assume that some sources are
absent on some days. These authors argued that in some settings, this alternative set of constraints
may be plausible if one knows that a particular source, such as a power plant in the region, has been
shut down for some period of time. In the same vein, Bandeen-Roche (1994) considered situations
in which a subset of the source contributions is known. In our setting, however, we do not have
information on the presence or absence of a particular source on a particular day. Thus, given the
existing literature on the pollution mixture in the Boston area (Oh et al. 1997; Oh 2000), it seems
safer to assume that certain elements are not markers for certain sources. Bollen (1989) also gave
some rules that help determine whether a model is identiﬁable, but, as noted by this author, these
rules are also either necessary, or suﬃcient, but not both.

4

Estimation

Standard SEMs may be ﬁt via ML using existing latent variable software, such as Mplus (Muthen
and Muthen 1998) or the sem package in R (R Development Core Team 2003). Due to the large
number of parameters involved, these methods require a large sample size for asymptotic optimality
of the resulting ML estimators. In studies motivating this research, the number of exposures rarely
exceeds 20 and maximum likelihood methods break down. The problem is due to the large number
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parameters in the factor analysis model (1). Given P elements and K factors, Λ is of dimension
(P × K). Even with K 2 (tracer) identiﬁability constaints, we have K(P − K) free parameters to
estimate in Λ alone. Add to this estimation of the P speciﬁc variances in Ψ and, in the case of
uncorrelated factors, the K variances in Σ. For even moderate P and K, we have a large number
of parameters to estimate. Twenty days of exposure are simply too few to obtain a reliable receptor
model ﬁt in most cases.

To overcome the small number of unique exposure days, we propose an informative Bayesian approach to model ﬁtting. This approach is especially appealing considering that HSPH researchers
have conducted multiple concentrator studies, all of which are consistent in their collection and analysis of exposure data. It is reasonable to pool the exposure data from prior studies to estimate the
proﬁles of PM sources in Boston. An informative Bayesian approach leverages historical exposure
data to obtain more reliable estimates of the source proﬁles, thus improving our ability to estimate
the health eﬀects investigated in an individual study.

The Bayesian approach incorporates information from previous studies through speciﬁcation of the
priors. In this case, a preliminary factor analysis of the historical exposure data provides prior information on the unknown factor pattern Λ. Let λ be the K × (P − K) vector of all unconstrained
factor loadings, λ = (λT1 , λT2 , ..., λTK )T , where λk is the vector of unconstrained loadings for source
 (hist) and V ar(λ
 (hist) ) represent the posterior mean and covariance of the
k (k = 1, ..., K). Let λ

factor loadings obtained from a Bayesian factor analysis of the historical data. For the informative
Bayesian SEM, the prior distribution on the free parameters in Λ may be deﬁned as:
(hist)


λ ∼ M V NK(P −K)(λ


, V ar(λ

(hist)

)),

(4)

while the constrained loadings are treated as ﬁxed constants in the likelihood. The information in the
prior on λ supplements the 20 or so days of exposure data and provides for better estimation of the
SEM. In addition to leveraging historical exposure data to aid estimation, the Bayesian approach
is ﬂexible in handling the physical constraints of air pollution data, such as non-negative source
contributions. This strategy is demonstrated in the application in Section 6.
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5

Simulation Study

We conducted a simulation study to examine the statistical properties of the health eﬀect estimates
obtained via the tracer, two-stage, and structural equation approaches. In the interest of direct comparison between the various approaches, we assume a normal mean zero distribution on the source
contributions to ensure that our assessments are not confounded by distributional assumptions made
by diﬀerent implementations of SEMs.

In order to make our ﬁndings most relevant to the HSPH concentrator studies, we based our simulations on the known sources of Boston PM pollution described in Table 2. We obtained realistic
parameter settings for Λ, Σ, and Ψ from a conﬁrmatory factor analysis on the complete aggregated
exposure data (N = 178). As noted by Park, Guttorp, and Henry (2001), it is important to ﬁrst
select a subset of species that are contributed by major pollution sources. Thus, we conducted our
analysis on a subset of P = 13 elements deemed to be major components the four known sources
of Boston PM; silicon (Si), sulfur (S), nickel (Ni), organic carbon (OC), aluminum (Al), titanium
(Ti), calcium (Ca), sulfate (SULF), selenium (Se), vanadium (V), bromine (Br), black carbon (BC),
and elemental carbon (EC). Since convergence problems are common when elemental concentrations
are on widely diﬀerent scales, each element was scaled by its sample standard deviation, which is
equivalent to conducting a factor analysis on the sample correlation matrix, as opposed to the sample
covariance matrix.

We constrained one “tracer” element for each of the K = 4 sources according to the D1-D3 identiﬁability conditions. We chose silicon, sulfur, nickel, and organic carbon to identify road dust, power
plants, oil combustion, and motor vehicles, respectively. A preliminary exploratory factor analysis
justiﬁed the “tracer” identiﬁability conditions, since the estimated factor loadings of silicon, sulfur,
nickel, and organic carbon were low (< 0.2) on all but a single source.
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The parameters were deﬁned as follows:

⎛
⎜
Si
⎜
⎜
S
⎜
⎜
⎜ Ni
⎜
⎜ OC
⎜
⎜
Al
⎜
⎜
T
i
⎜
Λ=⎜
⎜ Ca
⎜
⎜ SU LF
⎜
⎜ Se
⎜
⎜
V
⎜
⎜
⎜ Br
⎜
⎝ BC

EC

RoadDust P owerP lants OilCombustion M otorV ehicles
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0.88
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.83
0.08
0.34
0.09
0.91
0.02
0.31
0.17
0.00
0.95
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.65
0.05
0.26
0.16
0.04
1.02
0.03
0.18
0.58
0.26
0.43
0.17
0.41
0.44
0.65
0.13
0.27
0.51
0.81
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
diag(Ψ) = ⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

ψSi
ψS
ψN i
ψOC
ψAl
ψT i
ψCa
ψSU LF
ψSe
ψV
ψBr
ψBC
ψEC

⎛

⎞

⎛

⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟=⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎠ ⎝

0.08
0.05
0.22
0.45
0.05
0.28
0.35
0.05
0.31
0.05
0.31
0.11
0.10

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
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Settings for health outcome parameters were motivated by the Wellenius et al. (2003) investigation of PM eﬀects on heart rate; α = 86, βHE = 2, and σY = 8, yielding an eﬀect size of δ = 0.25.
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To simulate exposure, we generated source contributions from η ∼ M V N4 (0, Σ). Then, given each
set of source contributions, we simulated the elemental concentrations from X|η ∼ M V N13 (Λη, Ψ).
We generated health outcomes assuming a health eﬀect from a single source. Speciﬁcally, for a given
source k, the health outcome was simulated from the simple linear regression model,
Ykt ∼ N (α + βHE × ηkt , σY2 )
where ηkt is the contribution of source k at time t. For example, y1 is a vector of simulated health
outcomes where the health eﬀect is associated with the ﬁrst factor, road dust. In the simulation, we
generate the health eﬀect on each of the four factors individually, such that for each set of exposures,
we generate four sets of health outcomes, y1 , y2 , y3 , and y4 , where the health eﬀect corresponds to
the diﬀerent pollution sources, road dust, power plants, oil combustion, and motor vehicles, respectively. We analyzed these simulated health outcomes separately.

Exposures, source contributions and elemental concentrations, were generated for N ∈ {20, 100}
days. Although the HSPH concentrated particle experiments typically do not run with 100 exposure
days, we included this hypothetical scenario to conﬁrm that any deﬁciencies of the ML SEM are
due to a small number of exposure days. The health outcomes were generated for two animals per
exposure day, for a total of 2N ∈ {40, 200} outcomes.

We obtained health eﬀect estimates using ﬁve diﬀerent strategies:
1. Known source contributions: Although source contributions are not directly measured in
the studies motivating this research, here we simulate them so that they are eﬀectively known.
We estimate the health eﬀects based on the known source contributions,
Yt = α + β T η t + Yt
iid

where Yt ∼ N (0, σY2 ).
2. Tracer approach : We estimated the health eﬀects based on the elemental concentrations of
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the distinct set of K = 4 tracers,
(T)

Yt = α + β T xt + Yt
(T)

where xt

is the (4 × 1) vector of simulated concentrations for the tracer elements silicon,

sulfur, nickel, and organic carbon at time t.
3. Two-stage approach : We ﬁrst conducted a conﬁrmatory factor analysis on all simulated
elements, constraining the factor loadings for the tracer elements, silicon, sulfur, nickel, and
organic carbon, according to the D1-D3 identiﬁability conditions. We then ﬁt the health eﬀects
model on the estimated source contributions.
Yt = α + β T η t + Yt

4. ML SEM : We estimated the receptor and health outcome models (1) and (2) jointly using
ML in Mplus (Muthen and Muthen 1998). This approach imposed the D1-D3 identiﬁability
conditions, but did not use any historical exposure information.
5. Bayesian SEM : We estimated the receptor and health outcome models jointly using an
informative Bayesian approach. To obtain informative priors on the source proﬁles, we conducted a conﬁrmatory factor analysis on a simulated historical dataset of N = 200 exposures,
based on the D1-D3 identiﬁability constraints and tracers, silicon, sulfur, nickel, and organic
carbon. We deﬁned informative priors on the source proﬁles using (4), and set vague priors
on the remaining parameters; IG(0.01, 0.01) on {Σkk }, {Ψpp }, and σY2 , and N (0, 1000) on α
and {βk }. The Bayesian SEM was ﬁt using the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method
in WinBUGS (Spiegelhalter, Thomas, and Best 2000); for each ﬁt, we ran 25,000 iterations,
discarding 20,000 as burn-in and thinning by ﬁve, for a total of 1,000 posterior samples for
estimation and inference. We randomly checked convergence on multiple simulated data sets
and saw evidence of good mixing and convergence in every case.
We ran 500 simulations to assess the statistical properties of the health eﬀect estimates of a typical
concentrator study with N = 20 days of exposure and an additional 500 simulations to evaluate
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Table 3: Simulation Study: Health Eﬀect Estimates (SEs) for N = 20
Method
Known η
Tracer
Two-Stage
ML SEM
Bayes SEM

Road Dust
1.94 (0.04)
1.85 (0.04)
1.91 (0.04)
1.92 (0.04)
1.90 (0.04)

Power Plants
2.04 (0.05)
1.99 (0.05)
1.93 (0.05)
1.97 (0.05)
2.02 (0.05)

Oil Combustion
1.99 (0.05)
1.74 (0.05)
1.66 (0.05)
1.77 (0.06)
1.91 (0.06)

Motor
1.99
1.58
1.83
1.89
1.95

Vehicles
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.06)
(0.06)
(0.05)

the estimates of a hypothetical study with N = 100 exposure days. Tables 3 and 5 summarize the
simulation results based on N = 20 days of exposure, and Tables 4 and 6 summarize the results for
the study with N = 100 exposure days.

Table 3 and Table 4 display the health eﬀect estimates, and corresponding simulation standard
errors, obtained with the ﬁve diﬀerent methodologies. Although the health eﬀects were estimated
with a model that included terms to represent all four sources, the tables present only the estimate
for the source on which the health eﬀect was simulated. For example, the ﬁrst column in Tables
3 and 4 contains the health eﬀect estimates corresponding to road dust, since this column reﬂects
the analysis of the y1 outcome, where the health eﬀect was simulated on the road dust source. The
estimated coeﬃcients for the other three sources, power plants, oil combustion, and motor vehicles,
were always all approximately zero and, hence, are not included in the tables. In all cases, our estimates of the null coeﬃcients were unbiased, and therefore, we display only the estimates for which
the truth is β = 2.

The health eﬀects estimates based on known source contributions represent the “gold standard.”
However, although source contributions are available in a simulation study, they are not observable
in the studies motivating this research. Therefore, health eﬀect estimates based on known η are
unobtainable in practice and are provided for reference only.

The health eﬀects estimates obtained with the tracer approach demonstrate the typical attenuation
of eﬀect associated with measurement error in this simple setting. In fact, we can calculate the at-
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Table 4: Simulation Study: Health Eﬀect Estimates (SEs) for N = 100
Method
Known η
Tracer
Two-Stage
ML SEM
Bayes SEM

Road Dust
2.06 (0.02)
2.00 (0.02)
2.05 (0.02)
2.05 (0.02)
2.09 (0.02)

Power Plants
2.00 (0.02)
1.94 (0.02)
1.99 (0.02)
1.99 (0.02)
1.98 (0.02)

Oil Combustion
2.00 (0.02)
1.73 (0.02)
1.98 (0.02)
1.98 (0.02)
1.96 (0.02)

Motor
1.97
1.56
1.94
1.95
1.90

Vehicles
(0.02)
(0.02)
(0.02)
(0.02)
(0.02)

tenuation factor γ associated with each tracer estimate, since we know the amount of measurement
error associated with each of the tracer elements, quantiﬁed by ψSi , ψS , ψN i , and ψOC . Because our
simulations are based on a factor pattern with a unique tracer for each source, uncorrelated factors,
and normality, for a given source k,
γk =

Σkk
.
Σkk + Ψkk

Here, the attenuation factors are 0.97, 0.97, 0.87, and 0.78 for the road dust, power plants, oil combustion, and motor vehicles eﬀects, respectively. In our simulation study, we are able to correct for
the bias induced by measurement error and obtain reliable health eﬀects estimates using the tracer
approach. However, in practical settings, the variance parameters {Σkk } and {Ψkk } are typically
unknown, and the non-negativity of source contributions violates the assumption of normality; given
these limitations, correcting for measurement error induced bias is no longer straightforward.

Alternatively, the two-stage approach amounts to estimating the correction terms and adjusting

 = E(η|data)
in the health outcome model. In this
the health eﬀect estimates accordingly by using η

way, the two-stage approach may be viewed as a form of regression calibration (Carroll, Ruppert,
and Stefanski 1995). The simulation study demonstrates attenuation in the two-stage health eﬀect
estimates based on N = 20 exposure days; however, we attribute this bias to the small number of
exposures. In the study based on N = 20 exposures, the receptor model failed to converge in 19 out
of 500 (3.8%) simulations. However, in the study based on N = 100 days of exposure, all receptor
models converged. Furthermore, the two-stage estimates based on N = 100 exposure days are all
very similar to the estimates obtained with the known source contributions, and all estimates are
within twice the simulation standard error of the truth.
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Table 5: Simulation Study: Power (Size) Analysis for N = 20
Method
Known η
Tracer
Two-Stage
ML SEM
Bayes SEM

Road Dust
54% (0.056)
49% (0.050)
53% (0.095)
62% (0.133)
50% (0.052)

Power Plants
44% (0.047)
43% (0.045)
42% (0.081)
53% (0.129)
44% (0.051)

Oil Combustion
40% (0.049)
34% (0.053)
36% (0.097)
47% (0.133)
35% (0.050)

Motor Vehicles
40% (0.039)
35% (0.039)
34% (0.087)
46% (0.122)
37% (0.040)

Table 6: Simulation Study: Power (Size) Analysis for N = 100
Method
Known η
Tracer
Two-Stage
ML SEM
Bayes SEM

Road Dust
100% (0.047)
100% (0.049)
100% (0.048)
100% (0.049)
100% (0.055)

Power Plants
99% (0.057)
99% (0.055)
99% (0.057)
99% (0.059)
98% (0.048)

Oil Combustion
98% (0.043)
96% (0.058)
98% (0.054)
98% (0.057)
97% (0.052)

Motor Vehicles
99% (0.049)
97% (0.055)
98% (0.050)
98% (0.053)
98% (0.049)

The SEM approach appears to oﬀer a clear advantage to the tracer and two-stage approaches,
particularly in the case of a small number of exposures. However, in this small sample context,
the SEM estimates are distinguished by the method of estimation. The health eﬀects estimates
obtained with the informative Bayesian SEM are most similar to those obtained with known source
contributions, and are within twice the simulation standard error of the truth in almost all cases
for N = 20. In contrast, the estimates obtained via ML appear to be biased downward, and the
ML SEM estimate for oil combustion is well beyond twice the simulation standard error from the
truth. As in the case of the two-stage approach, we attribute these deﬁciencies in the ML SEM to
the small number of exposures. In the study based on N = 20 exposure days, the ML method failed
to converge in approximately 4% of the simulations. (The number of failures are 22, 22, 20, and
21 for the analysis of y1 , y2 , y3 , and y4 , respectively.) However, when we increase the number of
exposures to N = 100, all 500 simulations converged and the ML SEM performs almost exactly the
same as the “gold standard” that uses known η.

Tables 5 and 6 provide the estimated power, deﬁned as the proportion of 95% conﬁdence (credible)
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Table 7: Robustness Study: Health Eﬀect Estimates (SEs) for N = 20
Method
Known η
Tracer
Bayes SEM (D1-D3)
Bayes SEM (C1-C3)

Road Dust
2.02 (0.07)
1.96 (0.07)
2.09 (0.07)
2.11 (0.07)

Power Plants
1.94 (0.05)
1.90 (0.04)
1.98 (0.05)
1.96 (0.05)

Oil Combustion
2.04 (0.05)
1.81 (0.05)
1.96 (0.06)
2.00 (0.06)

Motor
2.10
1.65
2.03
2.05

Vehicles
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.05)

Table 8: Robustness Study: Power (Size) Analysis for N = 20
Method
Known η
Tracer
Bayes SEM (D1-D3)
Bayes SEM (C1-C3)

Road Dust
54% (0.047)
51% (0.053)
49% (0.045)
50% (0.047)

Power Plants
41% (0.052)
38% (0.061)
41% (0.066)
40% (0.063)

Oil Combustion
40% (0.051)
34% (0.054)
36% (0.057)
38% (0.057)

Motor Vehicles
45% (0.059)
35% (0.062)
42% (0.058)
42% (0.060)

intervals that do not contain the null value of zero when βHE = 2, as well as the estimated size,
∗
= 0.
the proportion of 95% conﬁdence (credible) intervals that do not contain a true value of βHE

In the study based on N = 20 exposure days, the two-stage approach and the ML SEM exceed the
expected size of 0.05 in all cases, indicating that these approaches are too liberal when the number of
exposures is limited. For methods of approximately the same size (excluding the two-stage and ML
SEM), the Bayesian SEM is comparable to the “gold standard” based on known source contributions
and has virtually the same sensitivity for detecting a true eﬀect as the tracer approach. In the study
based on n = 100 exposure days, the two-stage approach and ML SEM are of the appropriate size
(≈ 0.05), and all methods are very powerful (> 95%) at detecting a true eﬀect in this setting.

Finally, we conducted an additional simulation study designed to investigate the impact of choosing
incorrect identiﬁability constraints. One could argue that setting a single factor loading to zero
when it is really greater than zero should have little impact on the resulting health eﬀect estimates,
whereas incorrectly setting K × (K − 1) loadings equal to zero may collectively have a larger eﬀect.
To check the impact of this misspeciﬁcation, we conducted a simulation study assuming all loadings
were nonzero, replacing the zero loadings in the previous simulation study to randomly generated
values from a uniform(0,0.2) distribution. For each simulated data set, we estimated the health
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eﬀects using known source contributions, the tracer approach, the informative Bayesian SEM ﬁt
with the D1-D3 conditions, and the informative Bayesian SEM ﬁt with the less restrictive C1-C3
identiﬁability conditions. Table 7 presents the source-speciﬁc health eﬀect estimates and standard
errors. Table 8 provides the corresponding power and size. These results are consistent with the results from the previous simulations for N = 20 exposure days, in that the Bayesian SEM approaches
yield estimates similar to those obtained if the true source contributions are known and tests of the
appropriate size. Thus, the second study suggests that the proposed identiﬁability constraints do
not have a large impact on inference as long as the loadings set to zero are not much larger than 0.2.

6

Data Analysis

6.1

Joint Model

In this section, we implement our informative Bayesian SEM to analyze the source-speciﬁc PM health
eﬀects on myocardial ischemia in dogs (Wellenius et al. 2003). Analyses of the Wellenius data did
not detect any pairing or period (day) eﬀects, but did suggest there may be a carryover eﬀect from
the CAPs exposure. As a result, the authors excluded Sham exposures following the CAPs exposure
in their analyses. The ﬁnal analysis was based on a total of 43 measured health outcomes, corresponding to 18 CAPs and 25 Sham exposures.

Wellenius et al. (2003) found a large amount of variability within each dog by cycle combination and therefore included a random eﬀect for sequence (see Table 1). The authors estimated the
source-speciﬁc health eﬀects of PM with the following model,
(T)

Ytd = α + β T xtd + bt + Ytd
(T)

where Ytd is log(peak ST-segment) and xtd is the vector of elemental concentrations for silicon, suliid

fur, nickel, and black carbon for sequence t and day d, bt is the random sequence eﬀect, bt ∼ N (0, σb2 ),
iid

Ytd ∼ N (0, σY2 ), and b ⊥ Y .
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Accordingly, we ﬁt the following informative SEM model,
Xt = Λη t + X
t
Ytd = α + β T (ICAP Std × η t ) + bt + Ytd
iid

iid

iid

2
Y
2
Y
where X
t ∼ M V NP (0, Ψ) for diagonal Ψ, bt ∼ N (0, σb ), td ∼ N (0, σY ), and b ⊥  . ICAP Std is an

indicator of CAPs exposure on day d in sequence t. This indicator provides for the Sham exposures
and operates on the assumption that all source contributions are null in ﬁltered air; i.e. if the dog
in sequence t is exposed to Sham on day d, ICAP Std = 0, and
Ytd = α + bt + Ytd .
Based on this speciﬁcation, the receptor model applies to the CAPs exposures only, while the health
eﬀects regression is ﬁt on all outcomes. Finally, to respect the non-negativity of source contributions,
we truncate the normal distribution on the latent variables,
iid

η t ∼ M V NK (μ, Σ)I(η t ≥ 0).
As noted in Section 3.2, we also ﬁt the model assuming lognormal source contributions to assess the
sensitivity of our conclusions to distributional assumption on η.

6.2

Prior Elicitation

To obtain prior information on the source proﬁles, we ﬁt a Bayesian conﬁrmatory factor analysis on
the scaled historical data (N = 160). We assumed the K = 4 major sources of PM as described in
Table 2, and we assumed that these sources are independent. To be consistent with the Wellenius
et al. (2003) analysis, here we chose silicon to identify road dust, sulfur for power plants, nickel for
oil combustion, and black carbon for motor vehicles.

It is thought that BC is a better marker of motor vehicles than OC. However, exploratory factor analyses consistently estimated moderate loadings for BC on several factors. Therefore, in our
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analysis, we apply the more ﬂexible C1-C3 identiﬁability conditions described in Section 3.3. According to these conditions, we need to constrain K − 1 = 3 loadings to zero on each proﬁle, while
ensuring a distinct set of constraints for each source. In order to set meaningful constraints, we
consulted our exploratory results and identiﬁed distinct sets of three near zero (< 0.2) loadings per
factor. We constrain to zero the following factor loadings: sulfur, nickel, and elemental carbon on
road dust; silicon, vanadium, and organic carbon on power plants; aluminum, sulfate, and organic
carbon on oil combustion; and aluminum, sulfate, and nickel on motor vehicles.

We ﬁt the conﬁrmatory factor analysis to the historical data using MCMC in WinBUGS (Spiegelhalter, Thomas, and Best 2000). We set vague priors on all parameters, specifying IG(0.01, 0.01) on
{Σkk } and {Ψpp }, N (0, 1000) on {μk }, and, following Park, Guttorp, and Henry (2001), we truncate
normal distributions for the unconstrained {λpk },
λpk ∼ N (0, 10000)I(λpk ≥ 0),

since negative components of source proﬁles are not interpretable. We ran 25,000 iterations, discarding 20,000 as burn-in and thinning by ﬁve, for a total of 1,000 posterior samples for estimation.
Evaluation of autocorrelation and trace plots supported convergence. Table 9 displays the posterior
source proﬁles.

Finally, since meteorology is likely to impact the dynamics of PM, one might expect source proﬁles to diﬀer depending on weather conditions, for example warm weather versus cold weather. As
shown in Table 1, all of the Wellenius et al. (2003) exposures were collected in months of typically
cold weather. The historical data, on the other hand, consists of exposures collected year-round. To
ensure that our prior information on the source proﬁles is relevant to the Wellenius et al. (2003)
study, we conducted the identical conﬁrmatory factor analysis on the subset of historical data consisting of exposures collected in the months of September through March (N = 85). The posterior
proﬁles estimated on the restricted set of exposures were very similar to those estimated on the
complete set of historical data; we therefore used all historical data to deﬁne informative priors on
the source proﬁles.
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Table 9: Posterior Source Proﬁles
Element
Si
S
Ni
OC
Al
Ti
Ca
SULF
Se
V
Br
BC
EC
∗

6.3

 RD
λ
1∗
0∗
0∗
0.04
1.00
0.96
0.95
0.01
0.02
0.09
0.10
0.04
0∗

P P
λ
0∗
1∗
0.03
0∗
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.99
0.66
0∗
0.54
0.44
0.29

 OC
λ
0.05
0.02
1∗
0∗
0∗
0.18
0.21
0∗
0.04
1.04
0.18
0.42
0.42

MV
λ
0.26
0.04
0∗
1.48
0∗
0.51
0.32
0∗
0.38
0.04
0.81
1∗
1.28

denotes constrained parameters

Health Eﬀects Analysis

We ﬁt the informative Bayesian SEM to the Wellenius et al. (2003) data using MCMC in WinBUGS
(Spiegelhalter, Thomas, and Best 2000). We deﬁned informative priors on the source proﬁles based
on the posterior means in Table 9 and posterior covariances from the Bayesian factor analysis of the
historical data. Here again, we truncated the normal distribution for the factor loadings,
(hist)


λ ∼ M V NK(P −K)(λ


, V ar(λ

(hist)

))I(λ ≥ 0).

We set vague priors on all other parameters, IG(0.01, 0.01) on {Σkk }, {Ψpp }, σY2 , and σb2 , and
N (0, 1000) on {μk }, α, and {βk }. We ran 25,000 iterations, discarding 20,000 as burn-in and thinning by ﬁve, for a total of 1,000 posterior samples. We examined diagostic trace and autocorrelaion
plots and found satisfactory convergence.

Table 10 displays the posterior means, standard errors, and 95% credible intervals for the sourcespeciﬁc health eﬀects estimated with the informative Bayesian SEM. For each pollution source, the
health eﬀect estimate is on the scale of the element whose factor loading is constrained to 1. For
example, we interpret the health eﬀect estimate of road dust as the change in log peak ST-segment
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Table 10: Bayesian Structural Equation Results
Source
Road Dust
Power Plants
Oil Combustion
Motor Vehicles

β̂
0.154∗
-0.071
-0.034
0.062

se(
ˆ β̂)
0.063
0.072
0.071
0.141

95% Credible Interval
( 0.030 , 0.276)
(-0.217 , 0.072)
(-0.167 , 0.115)
(-0.217 , 0.341)

90% Credible Interval
( 0.048 , 0.252)
(-0.188 , 0.047)
(-0.144 , 0.084)
(-0.160 , 0.293)

Table 11: Source Tracer Results
Tracer
Silicon
Sulfur
Nickel
Black Carbon

β̂
0.137∗
-0.063
-0.036
0.014

se(
ˆ β̂)
0.048
0.079
0.069
0.088

95% Conﬁdence Interval
( 0.037 , 0.237)
(-0.227 , 0.100)
(-0.178 , 0.107)
(-0.170 , 0.198)

90% Conﬁdence Interval
( 0.055 , 0.220)
(-0.199 , 0.072)
(-0.154 , 0.082)
(-0.138 , 0.166)

associated with an increase in the contribution of road dust on the scale of one standard deviation
increase in the concentration of silicon. Table 11 presents the corresponding source-speciﬁc health
eﬀect estimates obtained from the tracer analysis of the scaled data. We interpret the health eﬀect
estimates obtained with the tracer approach as the change in log peak ST-segment associated with
one standard deviation increase in the concentration of corresponding tracer. For instance, here we
interpret the health eﬀect estimate of road dust as the change in log peak ST-segment associated
with one standard deviation increase in the concentration of silicon. The estimates provided in Table
11 do not precisely correspond to those reported in Wellenius et al. (2003), which were based on
ECG recordings from two precordial leads. Since readings from the two leads were highly correlated
(r > 0.8), we restrict our analysis to log peak ST-segment recorded on a single lead (V5).

In accordance with Wellenius et al. (2003), we found a signiﬁcant eﬀect of resuspended road dust on
myocardial ischemia in dogs. Implementing our informative Bayesian SEM, we estimated an increase
of 0.154 in log peak ST-segment associated with an increase in road dust contribution on the scale
of one standard deviation of silicon, with 95% credible interval (0.030,0.276). We did not ﬁnd a
signiﬁcant change in log peak-ST segment associated with pollution from coal-ﬁred power plants, oil
combustion for home heating, or motor vehicle exhaust.
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Thus, the informative Bayesian structural equation results suggest that the conclusions in the original analysis were not driven by unequal amounts of measurement error associated with the tracer
representations of the four pollution sources. Given that the SEM analysis yields an estimate of the
road dust coeﬃcient similar to the silicon coeﬃcient in the tracer analysis, one might wonder whether
the more complex analysis was worth the eﬀort. Then again, the SEM analysis does more than reinforce the signiﬁcance of the road dust eﬀect; it also reaﬃrms the lack of evidence of an association
between this cardiac outcome and pollution from the other sources, in particular motor vehicles. Not
surprisingly given the results of our simulation study, the estimated health eﬀect estimate for motor
vehicles, β̂M V = 0.062, is more than four times greater than the corresponding attenuated tracer
estimate for black carbon, β̂BC = 0.014; however, this estimated association remains insigniﬁcant.
Conﬁrmation of a non-signiﬁcant eﬀect of motor vehicles is equally important in this setting.

To ensure that our conclusions are not sensitive to distributional assumptions, we re-ran the informative Bayesian SEM under the speciﬁcation of lognormal source contributions. We estimated
β̂RD = 0.164, β̂P P = −0.066, β̂OC = −0.030, and β̂M V = 0.026, and detected a signiﬁcant eﬀect of
road dust only. Thus, both sets of distributional assumptions yield ﬁndings that agree with those in
Wellenius et al. (2003).

7

Discussion

In this paper, we considered methods to assess source-speciﬁc health eﬀects of complex mixtures of
PM pollution. One objective was to evaluate the statistical properties of estimates obtained with
methods currently used in practice, the tracer approach and the two-stage approach, for multivariate
pollution patterns typical of Boston aerosol. In a simulation study, we showed that the health eﬀect
estimates obtained using the tracer approach are attenuated, both in small and large sample cases,
which was expected having framed the problem from a measurement error perspective. Our results
suggest that the ability of the tracer approach to detect source-speciﬁc eﬀects will vary by source,
due to diﬀering amounts of measurement error associated with the tracers of the diﬀerent sources.
In particular, the common marker for traﬃc particles, black carbon, has a relatively large degree of
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error associated with it, which may reﬂect a regional component of black carbon in addition to local
traﬃc in the Boston area; as such, the tracer approach may underestimate the true eﬀect associated
with motor vehicles. The two-stage approach is similarly susceptible to bias, although only in the
case of small samples. For large samples, the two-stage estimates appear unbiased as we would expect
of a regression calibration.

As an alternative to the tracer and two-stage approaches, we proposed a structural equation model
to account for the uncertainty associated with latent source contributions, along with a Bayesian
approach to model ﬁtting. This approach leverages exposure information from previous related concentrator studies. Simulations suggest that the proposed informative Bayesian SEM is eﬀective in
eliminating bias in estimated source-speciﬁc health eﬀect estimates, even when the number of exposures is limited. We demonstrated the ﬂexibility of the Bayesian approach to accommodate complex
study designs and non-normality in our analysis of the Wellenius et al. (2003) study. As an added
advantage, the informative Bayesian SEM may be implemented in freely available software, such as
the WinBUGS package (Spiegelhalter, Thomas, and Best 2000).

Our ﬁndings in this paper have implications for the design of future PM concentrator studies. The
results demonstrate the beneﬁts of using exposure data from existing, relevant exposure studies
where possible. However, not all studies have the beneﬁt of such prior knowledge. When historical
data are not available, investigators should maximize the number of unique exposure days, subject
to cost constraints. A large number of exposure days will allow one to use two-stage models that
employ source apportionment techniques to address errors in the tracer characterization of the pollution sources. Unfortunately, because even one run of a concentrator exposure can be costly, such
“many-exposure” designs may be prohibitive. In cases where both historic and current exposure
information is limited, the tracer approach is preferable to the two-stage analysis since the latter
may be unstable and experience convergence problems; however, one should take care to choose
“good” tracers that minimize the error associated with these surrogates. In these settings, the tracer
approach is still useful in screening for source-speciﬁc health eﬀects, but is likely to yield attenuated
estimates of eﬀects.
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The purpose of this article was to assess the performance of methods for source characterization
in concentrator studies. We therefore focused on a speciﬁc form of a factor analysis model in the
structural equations framework, and have not addressed all of the interesting modeling issues that
arise in the development of a “good” receptor model. For instance, although the estimation of the
number of sources can often be challenging (Park, Speigelman, and Henry 2002), we assumed that
we have good prior knowledge on the number of major pollution sources in the Boston area. This
assumption is probably reasonable in our setting, as the pollution mixture in this area has been
extensively studied for almost two decades (Koutrakis and Spengler 1987; Oh et al. 1997; Oh 2000).
We note that existing exposure studies suggest that there exists an additonal pollution source in
the Boston aerosol comprised of sodium and chlorine, often referred to as sea salt. However, from
a regulatory perspective this exposure is not of primary importance, and hence of less interest in
particulate matter health studies. Secondly, the majority of the source apportionment literature
for exposure assessment of particulate matter (Park, Guttorp, and Henry 2001) assumes that the
sources of exposure are independent. To maintain consistency with existing methodology, we speciﬁed independent priors on the latent source contributions in the implementation of our Bayesian
SEM. However, while source-speciﬁc exposures are assumed to be independent a priori, the Bayesian
approach uses data to update the priors, thus allowing for correlation in the posterior distributions of
the source contributions. Given that we might expect source contributions to be correlated, at least
in part due to meterologic conditions, this is an appealing feature of our approach. Furthermore, the
methods proposed in this paper extend naturally to account for systematic factors, like meteorology,
that are likely to aﬀect pollution levels from the diﬀerent sources similarly (see for instance, Gryparis
et al. 2005), by allowing the means of the unobserved sources to depend on covariates.
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